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Dear Readers,
Amidst an otherwise challenging ongoing health-risk scenario
that worsened economic climate globally, Westford University
College has weighed all considerations to celebrate its ability
of ‘walking against the grain’ repeatedly and consistently.
We have constantly strived on improving our identity as a
learning institution to discover the inspiration for combining
learning with elevated aesthetics!.
It is a moment of achievement as our Al Zahia Campus quaintly
anchored around the concept of ‘where would students love to
spend their time most often’! Well, this hub of futuristic
student learning experience spread across 19,720 sq feet shall
host six state-of-art glass ensconced classrooms empowers
the realms of pedagogy, while natural materials ensure that
learning spaces along with flexible teaching areas remain
warm and welcoming for students, faculties and employees
alike. This new campus carries a capacity of a 150 seater large
auditorium, a dedicated fashion studio & computing laboratory, gigantic play & recreation spaces, and a refreshing bistro &
café. The usage of eco-friendly warm-timber, sequences of
modern interchangeable and colourful furniture creates bright
and welcoming seating concept spaces.
In our culture and tradition of responding to the growing need
of additional space that matches with the university’s vision, a
contemporary mix of design, colours, sharp and subservient
features, boasts matt finished glass elevations to control heat
and light & redesigned artificial pillars addressing a clever
arrangement of immaculately detailed interiors at the newly
renovated 27,000 sq. feet Al Taawun Flagship Campus.
The design at both campuses sets out to bring positive energy
& new life to learning as lectures, informal meetings, and
educational exchanges shall happen all the time, everywhere
and in a whole new range of meaningful ways while designing,
structuring, offering, and supporting “Future Ready
Programs”.
On a separate note, we are thrilled to share the good news that
Westford University College has earned the coveted recognition bestowed by -“Great Places to Work for Women in GCC”.
We have always believed in the power of women and the
immense value they bring to all facets of life, be it home or
work. This honour is a testament to our core values of diversity
and equal opportunity. We are committed to empowering
women and in creating a supportive and inclusive culture at
Westford.

Stay Safe & Happy Learning to all!

Hanil Haridas
Co-Founder & Executive Director
Westford Education Group
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Congratulations!

The much-awaited new Al Zahia
campus of Westford University
College gets inaugurated!
The very grand and vibrant 19,720 sqft. new campus
of Westford University College (WUC) finally got
inaugurated this week. The new campus stands
proud in Sharjah at Al Zahia, next to the new Al
Zahia City Centre at the Sharjah Book Authority
building.
The campus experience is defined as any impression or perception someone leaves the campus
with. From the building, the staff and services to the
design; all are an essential part of campus experience. This inauguration not only helps WUC fulfill a
strategic business objective of empowering more
students but also aims to enhance student experience, offer students security and a sense of wellbeing and affect how people feel when they are present on campus.
WUC’s new Al Zahia campus is designed keeping in
mind that quality university education depends on a
mix of academic productivity and healthy social
bonds. The expanded space and a thoughtful design
of the new campus can accommodate 700 plus
students; not only just providing comfortable areas
for students to relax after class or spontaneously
meet but also to dive into academics with superior
experience. The interaction of space and design of
this campus provides a large recreational facility
and a café that caters to the students’ need of interaction and non-academic bonding.

We are now open to offer support and deliver a portfolio
of undergraduate programs in Business, Psychology,
Fashion, Business Law, Media & Culture and Sports
Management as well as our flagship MBA programs and
the MSc's. Some of the programs that will be delivered at
the new campus are, BA (hons) in Business Management
awarded by Liverpool John Moores University (LJMU),
BSC in Business awarded by Canterbury Christ Church
University (CCCU), HND in Computing and HND in Fashion awarded by Pearson UK. And Cardiff Metropolitan
University's (CMU) MBA program with SQA Pathway.
Other programs, such as MSC in cyber security, BSC in
Computing, BSC in Fashion, BA (Hons) in Business Law,
International Foundation Year and DBA Program, will
also be amongst the large portfolio of programs at Al
Zahia campus. The new campus is the reflection of Westford’s commitment to deliver excellence in all aspects of
education!

The new campus is a state of art sophisticated
learning hub with classrooms of varied sizes, state
of art modern teaching facilities any student can
wish for. The campus’s modern setup aims to
enhance student learning and experience, it
welcomes the students with a vibrant reception. It
is fully designed to provide a centralized student
services area, an enhanced library and social learning space, the wide range of enhanced classrooms,
seminar rooms, computer labs, a fashion lab and an
auditorium with a 150-seating capacity.
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We are thrilled to be expanding our campus which showcases the most
modern outlook and facilities with enhanced resources to welcome a wonderful and vibrant community of students in the UAE. As a community-focused institution, we believe that our core values and teaching philosophy
make our students capable of meeting the future needs of the country and
its economic development.

Mr. Firoz Thairinil
Founder & CEO of Westford Education Group.

Westford University College was one of the first colleges in the gulf region
to deliver online classes over a decade ago, and we have improved, evolved
and grown in the delivery of online and onsite mode. This was made possible through a well-developed, robust & hi-tech e-classrooms infrastructure. To add non we have a creative, cutting edge and trendy modern classrooms at our new campus as well.

Retd. Col. Anil Ahluwalia
Academic Director at Westford.

Westford has always been centric to student experience, keeping that
objective in mind we are delighted to welcome our students to the new
state of art campus in the growing hub of Al Zahia, Sharjah. The 19,720 sq.ft
Campus is fully equipped to cater to all your learning and development
needs. Our focus is to enrich student journey and enhance their learning
experiences. Westford is committed to deliver the global best practises in
higher education and invest in a holistic development of our students!

Mr. Samras Mayimi

Co-Founder & Executive Director, Westford Education Group

At Westford, learner experience is at the core of what we do. We bring the
best of everything, from expert industry faculties, industry immersion
activities, state-of-the-art online learning platform, reputed international
university partnerships. Moving forward, its quite natural that we create
more spaces for our ever increasing learner base with the right physical
infrastructure. We are pleased to present our students the beautiful Al
Zahiya Campus. I take this opportunity to wish the entire team of Westford
good luck and our students – an enriching learning journey!

Mr. Mashrook Ali
Co-Founder & Executive Director, Westford Education Group
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“On behalf of everyone at the Scottish Qualifications Authority, may I wish
all the staff and students of the Westford Education Group, every success
in the new extended campus. The facilities look fantastic and I look
forward to travelling to the campus and seeing these for myself in the next
few months.”
Mr. Brian Stokes
SQA Regional Manager, Middle East & Europe.

This inviting and contemporary campus is a great addition to the Westford
brand, as well as to its students and the wider UAE region. Liverpool John
Moores University (LJMU) is proud to work with Westford in growing the
portfolio of LJMU programs on offer. I very much look forward to watching
the new campus, as well as LJMU students in the region, in person.
Mr. Steve Waterworth
Head of International Partnerships
of Liverpool John Moores University

I have recently joined Westford and I already feel accepted! The faculty are so kind and
helpful. The New Westford campus is so colorful, vibrant and bright I would love to go
there everyday! I have opted for HND in Fashion and it's so interesting to learn about
fashion in depth. One of the best part about the program is that it provides opportunities to participate in external fashion events and activities. I am really happy to be a part
of Westford University College!

Ms. Riya Vaya, HND Arts & Design

My Journey has just begun and it has been an amazing experience so far. In such a short time,
Westford has provided us with multiple opportunities to uncover our skills and abilities. The
Soft skills sessions are really helping us to prepare for the future. We have different topics
everyday and the speakers have a diverse background. Every session is unique, interactive
and productive ! Westford University has indeed reached the highest level of online teaching,
and let me also add that we have the best campus in Al Zahia Sharjah. Now, I can definitely say
that my decision for choosing Westford is the best one I made.

Ms. Mariam Hussain, BA (Hons)
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Ranked No. 1 Great
Place to Work for

Women in the GCC
WOW Factor @ Westford University College

The Great Pace to Work Middle East announced for the first time in GCC, “The Best Workplace for Women”
2020Awards. The list of winners was whittled down from several hundred nominees. These were chosen to take
part in the program that highlights workplaces that are embraced by their employees.
“We are really thrilled to be at the top of the list of 40 best work places for women in GCC, this is a result of our
equal opportunity policy which we have been practicing since our inception and it proves that women outshine
when they are given non-discriminatory work environment” said Firoz Thairinil, Founder & CEO of Westford
Education Group.
All certified organizations were considered for the list, but the 40 Best Workplaces were selected by focusing on
the Trust Index© survey averages rated by female employees, while taking into consideration female ratio in each
organization along with the fair treatment regardless of gender. It is indeed a memorable & historical moment for
Westford University College as it deservingly earned the coveted recognition the “Great Place to Work for Women
in the GCC 2020”.
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- Sharmila Subramanian
Westford is truly a family atmosphere, the transparency at all levels along with the level of support I have
received since I joined are unparalleled.

- Akansha Suneja
The strong drive to succeed in every area and the
company’s attitude to tackling challenging problems
makes it the ‘BEST PLACE TO WORK'.

- Sreena Sridharan
Westford has a mixed team culture and a friendly environment which enhances growth. I am proud of being
a part of such a wonderful Team.

- Divya Nair
Westford truly believes in culture and we walk the
walk, it's not just a bunch of propaganda. It's positive,
very woman-friendly and truly energizing to be here

- Sakeena Mohammad
Women at Westford are dynamic, empowered and
enterprising, this is a result of an environment of care,
balance, flexibility and growth! Most importantly
everyone feels they are heard and truly valued!
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- Nandini Anoop
Westford empowers women to discover their true
identity as a professional by giving them equal opportunities to shine forth their skills and talents.

- Anjali Tiwari

Within the first few days Westford has given me a
sense of belonging and equality. It is a great place to be
and ensures work is always interesting and fun.

- Ramandeep
Working at Westford is a great pleasure for me. I am
surrounded by capable and hardworking colleagues. I
am proud to be part of Westford University College.

- Pallavi Chokhany
Westford is my second home. An accommodative environment with the liberty to outshine & put forth your
thoughts is indeed a great place to work

- Sufia Munir
Westford understands that I am more than just an
employee. I am proud to say that I never had to choose
between my personal responsibilities and professional
aspirations in the last few years at WUC.
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- Asha Iyer
The working environment at Westford is safe. There is
always growth and flexibility at work.

- Ankita A
The journey at Westford University College has been an
amazing ride with a great bunch of supportive
colleagues & management. On top of it a safe environment to work which is an added advantage!

- Marjorie Briones
Westford is a great workplace for women because it
supports and protects the health of the women it
employs. Westford always provides satisfying working
conditions for women.

- Sruthi Mridul
As a working mother flexibility is key. The right
amount of support, motivation and safety makes
Westford my all-time best employer.

- Nirma Gunasinghe
Westford’s culture is transparent which builds trust,
Employee Engagement and integrity are highly valued.
Joining Westford was the best move in my career and I
am glad to be a part of this amazing team.
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- Natasha Xavier
Lucky to be a part of a dynamic environment, which focuses
on learning and developing your skillset every single day.

- Asha Latha
We are defined by our work and not by our gender. We
are allowed to think with our hearts and feel with our
head and that what makes Westford The Best Work
Place for Woman 2020 MiddleEast

- Jolly Mehta
Being a working mother, Westford gives me the flexibility, understanding and all the needed support,
making it suitable and perfect as a workplace.

- Astha Bhandari
Westford provides a plethora of opportunities to
women by empowering them and making them realize
their true strength

- Ayushi Tandon
Westford is the best workplace for women in GCC
because of the abundant growth opportunities provided to us. I feel lucky to work with such amazing people
who are helpful, approachable and considerate.
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- Dr. Arpita Mehrotra

- Anam Shahid

Westford offers equity in opportunities and empowers
us to take exceptional leadership roles by encouraging
us to grow professionally. It personifies "Great place to
Work" in offering guidance, support and rewarding us
for our contributions.

A great place to work is one that understands that
women are capable of much more wonders than written for them. As women, we are not constantly tested to
prove our capabilities again and again. Westford knows
our worth and it lets us lead.

- Nikita Bhoir

- Dr. Liza G
Westford is an environment where people with diverse
talents, ambitions and attitudes come together at
different levels. Here they experience what a real company is, learn how to think, be imaginative and get out
of your comfort zone.

Westford is realistic about "work-life balance”. It offers
flexibility as needed, and compassionate and supportive
behaviors are demonstrated by both management and
co-workers. It's more than a great place to work, it's an
amazing place to offer your skill, time, and appreciation.

- Ashima Keluskar

- Keerti K

The best thing about Westford is the unlimited opportunities given to explore and establish creative ideas.

Flexible working hours which helps me to focus both on
work and family as well as helpful and supportive staff.

- Meera Ravindran

- Saba Ansari

Westford hires and motivates capable women and
refrains from all forms of discrimination. Here we feel
empowered and I am extremely happy with the opportunities for advancements at Westford.

Westford understands the sentiment of women in the
workplace, we get fair compensation, career advancement and leadership opportunities, amongst other
benefits.

- Gorette Fernandes
Westford is a healthy and multicultural workplace with very understanding management. Women can balance work and family perfectly
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My MBA Story
One of the most outstanding achievements of any being is self-discovery. My experiences in many institutions in my quest for an MBA
has not been a smooth sail. When I discovered WUC, in my mind, this
is like one of the business schools, which may likely end the way
others did, but WUC proved me wrong. I left the academic environment since 2008, and getting back to full academic activities was
tough, perhaps the reason I could not carry on with the schools I
enrolled for an MBA.

Felix Nnalue
MBA - UoW

My journey as a Westfordian began in May 2020, when I enrolled for
an MBA just to give it a try as usual. From trying, I have completed
four modules already. The method of delivery makes the program
interesting. The faculty I have encountered in the cause of my journey
as a Westfordian are lovely. Each one of the faculty is encouraging and
pushes you to be your best, and pay attention to your learning needs,
and these little details matter a lot in an academic environment.

Alumni Diaspora
The Westford MBA program conducted in partnership with
Cardiff Metropolitan University UK exceeded my expectations. Not
only was the classwork relevant and applicable to my profile as a
banker, but it also enabled me to think beyond the horizon. My
peers were of high caliber and that opened up an avenue of
cross-functional observation learning. The excitement was
unfathomable.
At the end of the day, the program is truly about building your
network and growing your community so you and your classmates
can be successful in the industry. Westford prepares you to
integrate real-world concepts and experience with your projects.
The learning is real; that you could implement in the job roles that
you fulfill.
I found the faculty to be particularly engaging and welcoming in
the exchange of ideas and thoughts. I have found that my education has prepared me exceptionally. Never do they leave you
feeling inadequate or unprepared. I have enjoyed both the
campus course and online course experiences equally, and I
believe that Westford has succeeded in creating the best of both
worlds with the Flexible MBA program.

Mr. Mirza Hamad Ali Baig
Head of Indirect & Institutional Sales
Retail Banking Sales, UAE, Emirates NBD
CMU MBA- Class of 2020

Without question, the program from day one to completion has had an enormous value and impact on my career.
I think it has made me a better professional and a better leader.
The advice I would give to the incoming students is to not be intimidated by the course workload. The program
requires a significant amount of work each week, and it is coupled with family and work obligations can seem
challenging.
I would definitely recommend the MBA program at Westford because it’s a good value for anyone who wants to
succeed in management and organizational leadership.
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STUDENT
TESTIMONIAL
Hamza Rizwan
HND (Business)

I chose to study at Westford University College because I
was looking for a well-rounded education that allowed me
to be a part of a diverse student body. This was something
the university could offer me, a collaborative environment, and the opportunity to establish close relationships
with the students and faculty. When you create a positive
classroom atmosphere, students learn better. Every
student must feel safe and important in the class for maximum learning to take place. A positive classroom environment does not just happen; the teacher creates it.

Westford
Sibling Story
We often get to hear that high school years are the best years
but in my opinion, the time spent at Westford University
College has been the best so far! I was very skeptical as I was
unaware of the challenges that lay ahead of me before joining
the university but now, I can comfortably say that it was one
of a kind experience. I was lucky to have my sister studying
with me at Westford. I’m a bachelor's student and my sister is
pursuing her masters and we both have received immense
support. Having my sister along with me in the university
made me feel really good as I could share my problems with
her and she was always around to support me.
Although the academic support at Westford is great, having
my sister studying in the same university and familiar with
the system was of great help as I could reach out to her for
doubt clarification and other necessary guidance. All in all,
studying at Westford University College ended up being an
amazing experience for both of us and whenever we look
back we feel very happy!.
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Husna Mujaddidi, HND – BA (Hons)
& Asma Said Omar, MBA - UCAM
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A local Business
School with an
impactful global
learning
experience

In its pursuit of offering top business programmes aligned with industry best practices, the
university is offering unique courses at undergraduate and postgraduate levels in 2020.

Westford University College offers contemporary
and industry-relevant courses that provide a unique
learning experience.
Westford University College (WUC) provides world-class
business education to aspiring undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral students. With state-of-the-art campus
facilities, excellent faculty, and administrative support,
WUC offers invaluable study options to its local as well as
global student community. The College has emerged as a
visionary B-school and taken great strides in integrating
virtual learning in educational delivery. It has been expanding its horizon by ramping up the quality of its onsite and
virtual classes and coaching, and introducing digital tools to
enhance the student experience at all levels.
The unprecedented transition from onsite to online due to
Covid-19 disrupted all sectors including education however,
owing to its decade-long experience in delivering quality
online education the transition was seamless.
WUC, in its pursuit of offering the top business programmes
that are aligned with industry best practices, is offering
unique courses at undergraduate and postgraduate levels in
2020. The courses offered are contemporary and industry-relevant, thereby providing a unique learning experience and a competitive edge to all the students.
The undergraduate aspirants are offered a three-year bachelor's programme with a unique blend of qualifications from
Liverpool John Moore's University ranked in the top 50
universities in the UK and a Higher National Diploma from
one of the most renowned awarding body - Pearson.
Besides, two additional certifications have been added to the
three-year programme that acts as the much-desired career
launchpad, that is laden with the necessary professional
competencies and employability skills.
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Westford bachelor's qualification is a three-year
programme with four qualifications:
• BA (Hons) in Business, LJMU, UK
• HND in Business, Pearson, UK
• Certified Team Leader, CMI, UK
• Professional Diploma in career Development
& Business Etiquette, CIQ, UK
The MBA aspirants in 2020 are offered a "Triple
Crown MBA", which focuses on professional
networking and practitioner training apart from
academic qualifications that come from reputed
universities in the UK and Spain.
A prestigious addition to WUC's existing portfolio is the newly launched Doctorate of Business
Administration (DBA) programme from UCAM,
Spain. DBA is one of the highest academic
degrees tailor-made for practitioners. It paves
the way for progress in career paths both as a
practitioner as well as a scholar.
Studying business disciplines at Westford can
help in achieving several career objectives. The
business programmes create a solid foundation
for aspirants who want to accelerate their
careers or start their own companies. It is an
invaluable opportunity to obtain both theoretical and practical knowledge and skills.
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Westford Webinar Series

Leading out loud - What it

takes to be an effective
leader in today’s time !

Westford University College has always been exemplary in bringing the most prestigious industry experts to
deliver content that can leverage one’s growth during this pandemic. It is imperative to understand that,
unprecedented times like these requires unshakable leaders like Mr. Iain to act as guidance to learn from and to
create an inspiration for those that are wanting to make it big or keeping up with the times.
“Leading Out Loud – What it takes to be an effective leader in today’s time” was beautifully delivered by Mr. Iain
Copperthwaite in the webinar series held on 12th September, 2020.
Coming with an experience of 35+ years in the industry of HR with 6+ years of working in the UAE alone and
being an active member of the Chartered Member of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development
(CIPD); Mr. Iain’s zeal to make a difference in this world through his contribution and expertise in multiple
fields kept the audience on their toes. Although the webinar session lasted for 90 minutes, the participants felt
empowered and ready to make a difference once the session was over.
Such a power packed session only goes to show how Westford maintains its vision of connecting people not just
through education but also through leadership of industry experts.

Mr. Iain Copperthwaite
HR Director, Saudi German
Hospital Group, U.A.E.
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Westford Webinar Series

The Winning Leadership
Mantra from a Fortune
100 CEO

Mr. James Micheal Lafferty
CEO - Fine Hygienic Holding

WeConnect is an initiative of Westford University College aimed
at building a connection between inspirational industry professionals who share real-life scenarios and discuss industry trends
and performance across modern-day organizations in a fun,
engaging, and interactive manner. Our goal is to bring together
bright minds to give talks that are idea-focused on a wide range
of subjects, that fosters learning, inspiration, and most importantly wonder.

Recently, Mr. Lafferty was awarded the
‘CEO of the Year’ by the Burj CEO Awards
associated with the Government of Dubai,
as well as the GCC Best Employer Awards
CEO of the Year. In addition, he was named
by Daman Health as “The Wellness Visionary of 2019” and named by Forbes Magazine
Middle East as one of the top 50 CEOs.

On Saturday, 19th September 2020, our esteemed speaker for the
WeConnect Webinar Series was Mr.James Micheal Lafferty – The
CEO of Fine Hygienic Holding; he spoke on the topic “The
winning leadership mantra from a Fortune 100 CEO”.

The session by Mr. Lafferty was engaging
and empowering to say the least. He
stressed on points such as, finding passion
in whatever you do, having a winning mindset, success depends on your attitude and
so much more. The session was a practical
and realistic take on how to survive and
succeed in life in general and in the corporate world in particular.

Mr. Lafferty has many accolades to his name; he has been
described as one of the most unique and diversified CEO’s in the
world today. He is not only a successful CEO but also an Olympic
coach, an award-winning journalist, a college professor, a competitive athlete, and a philanthropist.
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Employee
Testimonial

Dr. Arpita Mehrotra
Faculty - Business

Westford University College (WUC) holds a special place in my professional journey. The institution’s open
approach has always allowed me to experiment and deliver results with efficiency. Since the time I have joined
this institution, I have been entrusted with incredible opportunities. Every day provides a chance to learn new
and interesting things. I have been able to effectively utilize my experience in research, teaching, and administration. It gives me immense pleasure to grow and achieve much more than only confining myself to the teaching domain.
It is a place where teamwork and skills are encouraged and highly valued. I appreciate the guidance and mentorship I have received from the leadership over the years.
WUC is recognized as a “Great Place to Work” and I strongly affirm that the place truly personifies it! I enjoy
working with a dedicated team focused on solving challenges to provide a seamless experience to all our stakeholders. WUC definitely has a potential career scope for every individual with a distinguished skill set.
From the flexibility to the onus of responsibilities, the experience is undoubtedly unique!
I am a proud Westfordian !

New Employee
Experience

Thanseem Rahman
Admin Executive

It has been an amazing experience in Westford so far, especially with the Team. As an employee hired during a
mass pandemic, Westford has made my transition smooth and has made me feel welcome. I have been given
invaluable opportunities, insight, training in support of my role.
With the implementations of brand-new offices and buildings, the work environment gives an amazing sense
of energy to report to work every day.
The professional approach taken towards any work will put it on the fast track to make Westford one of the
leading educational institutions in the UAE. I am looking forward to spending many more years with Westford
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MILITARY
INFLUENCE
ON FASHIOn
Fashion has always promoted self-expression and individual freedom. The military, by contrast, has committed
itself to uniformity. Despite contrasting styles, everywhere
the military-wear seems to have a strong impact on closets. Military fashion has often been used to make public
statements or to express coolness and edginess with its
functionality, features and materialist aesthetics, as well as
the impact of the army on fashion has indeed been noticeable for decades. During the 1960s, Yves Saint Laurent
created a kind of “soldier chic” with the engineering of his
best known and iconic military-inspired Pea coats. Pea
coats were originally worn by representatives of the navy,
but these chic jackets can now be seen as trendy outfits.
From necktie &, khakis to Pea coats and trench coats all of
these classic and iconic fashion has been inspired from
army-wear or military-wear.
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Amena Mustafa
HND (Art & Design – Fashion)

Not only on the pattern of the garments also the
prints are influenced by military-wear, a
well-known military influenced is camouflage
print. Camouflage print is seen on different jackets, t-shirts, coats as well as boots. Amusingly,
over the period, the military-style has offered the
fashion world with utilitarian inspiration and
unique groundbreaking concepts.
In the same breath, the response to war had also
widely come through in style, such as displaying
one’s peacefulness through hippie fashion after
World War II. The fashion of the times has understood the meaning of support or protest which is
hereby expressed through these military-inspired
clothing.
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Book Review Start with Why
By Simon Sinek

David Isaac
HND BABM - Student

A simple question that never really meant much. This can be completely overlooked and the day can go by as normal. However, if we
take a moment to think, a simple question can transform your life.
That, I believe, is the point, the author of this book Simon Sinek is
trying to make. Before reading it, I believed the most important
aspect of overcoming an obstacle or successfully starting a project
was to only identify the how and the what. Sure, these questions are
important and provide structure but, I realized that there is a deeper
element that one often overlooks. And, that is the question of, Why?
The basic idea of the book is to inspire young adults like myself,
people in jobs, with families, or approaching retirement. It challenges our understanding of working with his theory by giving equal
importance to why we do what we do. This book introduces us to
what drove great leaders like Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, Elon Musk and
Herb Kelleher, to achieve what they have with Apple, Microsoft, Tesla,
and Southwest Airlines.

A concept that began to change my perspective on leadership and how the problems
should be looked. The book starts with the
discussion of “The Golden Circle” and digs
deeper into the questions of What, How, and
Why that help in formulating effective
decisions by great leaders. This is a book I
highly recommend and, I say that not only
because of the simple, easy to comprehend
language but also because it had a profound
impact on me. It offered me a path to follow
and helped me learn what it means to be a
great leader and how to develop myself, I am
sure it can help you too. So why not, Start
With Why?
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